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OPTIONS ANALYSIS

CHAPTER SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS:


o

The Brisbane Metro Subway System Project option, with a number of
technical elements revised from the project publicly announced in
January 2016.

o

An alternative Brisbane Metro option, with high-capacity metro vehicles,
travelling to Royal Brisbane Women’s Hospital (RBWH), University of
Queensland (UQ) Lakes and Eight Mile Plains.

o

The BaT Project option, which was included for comparative purposes.



The alternative Brisbane Metro option rated higher than both the Brisbane Metro
Subway System and BaT Project options. The alternative Brisbane Metro option
meets the project objectives and addresses key strategic issues, while also
being a more fiscally prudent solution than the other options considered.



This chapter confirms that the proposed Brisbane Metro solution aligns with the
priority problems presented in Chapter 4 by:



5.1

This chapter summarises the options identification, development and
assessment of options to address the service needs for the Brisbane Metro
identified in Chapter 4. A detailed comparative analysis was completed for three
shortlisted options to allow for the selection of a preferred option to progress for
analysis in the Business Case. The three options assessed were:

o

Increasing public transport connectivity and accessibility across Brisbane
by delivering integrated metro, bus and rail interchanges

o

Supporting economic growth and productivity by providing connections
between market hub areas

o

Delivering a segregated corridor through the inner city to improve the
resilience of the public transport network

o

Introducing a high-frequency ‘turn-up-and-go’ rapid transport system to
improve the variability of travel times across the busway

o

Improving reliability and travel times through the introduction of ticketing
and boarding improvements and priority for metro vehicles

o

Protecting the longer-trip rail capacity across the Brisbane River and
through the Central Business District (CBD) by providing a
complementary public transport mode

Accordingly, the alternative Brisbane Metro option was publicly announced in
March 2017 as the Brisbane Metro and was recommended to proceed to the
next phase of feasibility study, and as such, is the project assessed in this
Business Case.

Purpose and Overview of this Chapter

The purpose of this chapter is to summarise the options analysis process undertaken to date
for the Brisbane Metro. This chapter summarises the analysis undertaken to confirm the
preferred option for the Business Case.
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This chapter outlines:


The methodology used to complete the options analysis, with consideration of
previous studies, key government frameworks, and problem analysis completed



The suite of options initially identified and shortlisted, and the outcomes of the
analysis of the shortlisted options



The outcomes of a refinement exercise of the preferred option, including options
analysis on various scope elements



Confirmation of the preferred option, including demonstrating how the proposed
project will address key problems.

This chapter draws upon the objectives identified in Chapter 3, and the problem analysis
presented in Chapter 4. By providing clarity on the options considered, it demonstrates
transparency of the process, and generates confidence that the preferred option will deliver
the required outcomes.

5.2

Inputs to Options Analysis Process

Prior to commencing the options identification and analysis process, a range of
documentation was consulted to provide context for the options analysis exercise.
Consideration was given to consistency with wider strategic policies and ensuring alignment
with the completed problem analysis, through the following inputs:


Analysis, conclusions and other outcomes from relevant previous studies and
projects (as discussed in Chapter 2).



Alignment to strategic government policies and frameworks (as discussed in
Chapter 3).



The objectives identified for the Brisbane Metro (as discussed in Chapter 4).



The identified priority problems as a result of the problem analysis process (as
discussed in Chapter 4).



The service needs and outcomes sought from the Brisbane Metro (as discussed in
Chapter 4).

5.3

Options Assessment Framework

Chapter 3 presented a range of policies and frameworks and discussed the alignment of the
Brisbane Metro with the objectives and goals of these initiatives. A number of these policies
discuss the development and prioritisation of project options. In particular, the Queensland
State Infrastructure Plan (SIP) presents an Options Assessment Framework, with the
purpose of prioritising infrastructure investment and filtering infrastructure related investment
decisions across government1. This prioritisation tier is consistent with the strategic
assessment stage of the government’s Project Assessment Framework which seeks to
develop and describe a range of solutions that have the potential to achieve the desired
outcome. Figure 5.1 provides a summarised diagram of the options assessment framework.

1

State Infrastructure Plan - Part A: Strategy, 2016, p41
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Reform

Improving service performance through an
amendment of existing institutions and laws

Better Use

Improving service performance by influencing
demand (i.e.by not building capacity)

Improve existing

Improve service performance through lower
cost capital work to augment existing
infrastructure

New

Construction of new infrastructure following
elimination of less capital intensive options

Figure 5.1 – State Infrastructure Plan Initiative Options Assessment Framework

The options analysis process for Brisbane Metro is based on this framework, with the
identified options sorted into the four categories, Reform, Better Use, Improve Existing and
Build New.
This also aligns with the Australian Infrastructure Plan which encourages the identification
and consideration of reform and better use options through technologies and integrated
systems that drive greater efficiency of infrastructure and provide flexible, customer-focused
solutions2.

5.4

Options Analysis Methodology

In addition to the Options Assessment Framework provided in the SIP, a Value Management
Framework was adopted to guide options identification and assessment. Value Management
is a structured and analytical process that defines a project’s needs and its delivery strategy
to achieve a ‘best value’ approach for decision making. Value Management principles are
stated in the Australian Standard AS4183-2007. The Australian Standard Framework
encompasses the following four key phases that have formed the backbone of the Value
Management Framework:

2



Goal definition and problem identification: determine key outcomes, problems,
constraints, and establishing cause and effect relationships between the identified
problems.



Stakeholder analysis: identify and describe potential key stakeholders.



Options generation: encourage creative thinking and engage project stakeholders to
convert identified problems into innovative solutions.



Options assessment: evaluate each generated solution to determine the most
effective implementation strategy.

Australian Infrastructure Plan 2016, Infrastructure Australia, p15
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The Value Management Framework was applied to identify and assess all possible options
available for the Brisbane Metro. This methodology summarised the options identification
and shortlisting process through workshops and multi criteria analysis (MCA). Figure 5.2
presents a summary of the methodology process.

Figure 5.2 – Summary of Options Analysis Process

5.5

Brisbane Metro Options Analysis Outcomes

The following sections relate to the first five steps of the methodology process presented in
Figure 5.2 above, and each section provides a summary of the outcomes of each step.

5.5.1 Options Longlist
A range of options generation workshops were held with various stakeholders and Council
representatives to identify a broad range of project options. Initial options lists were reviewed
and revised to the options presented in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 – Options Longlist

The identified options were classified into pre-existing options (i.e. those that had been
previously identified and investigated), new options and other options. Each option was
further categorised under headings drawn from the SIP options assessment framework,
namely reform options, better use options, improve existing options, and new options.

5.5.2 Initial Options Shortlist
Using a ‘best for project’ approach, a workshop was held to review the identified options and
shortlist options which would best achieve a balanced and favourable outcome against the
strategic objectives. Key outcomes from the shortlisting workshop included:


Bus network reform and boarding efficiency measures alone will not meet the future
public transport demand without major infrastructure investment. However, they
should be considered further as service enhancements to support an ultimate project
solution.



Improved Glider services alone will not meet the future public transport demand
without major infrastructure investment. However, they should be considered further
as service enhancements to support an ultimate project solution.



Bus rapid transit on an extended busway network could potentially meet the future
public transport demand. This will require major infrastructure investment and new
fleet, and should be considered further.



Light rail transit on a dedicated alignment could potentially meet the future public
transport demand. This will require major infrastructure investment and new fleet,
and should be considered further.
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A metro system on a dedicated alignment, such as the Brisbane Metro, is considered
likely to meet the future public transport demand.It is most likely to be viable if
existing infrastructure can be repurposed, and should be considered further.



A variant of the Suburbs 2 City Buslink option, which includes repurposing the
Victoria Bridge as a green bridge, is considered likely to meet the future public
transport demand. This will require major infrastructure investment and a new fleet,
and should be considered further.



The previously investigated BaT Project option is considered likely to meet the future
public transport demand. Whilst the Queensland Government has now replaced the
BaT Project with Cross River Rail, this option should still be considered further for
comparative purposes.



Queensland Government’s projects such as ETCS – Inner City and Cross River Rail
should be considered during the development of the Brisbane Metro; however, a
solution that addresses the critical bus problems is still required in addition to these
projects.

Based on the above considerations, six options were shortlisted, as summarised in Figure
5.4 and Table 5.1.

Figure 5.4 – Initial Options Shortlist
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OPTION DESCRIPTION
Better Use Options
1.

Bus Rapid Transit option:

This option includes high-capacity vehicles, possibly bi-articulated, running on a dedicated path with station
style stops. The dedicated path would most likely need to be a separate dedicated way. Rigid buses running to
logical nodes on the bus and rail trunk networks would service the suburbs.
Better Use/Build New Options
2.

Brisbane Metro Subway System option:

This is the January 2016 publicly announced option – using Victoria Bridge with a new tunnel for metro in
Adelaide Street, an underground metro station at Cultural Centre and stabling/maintenance at Woolloongabba.
3. Light Rail Transit option:
This option includes light rail vehicles running the entire busway network with station style stops. Buses would
run to logical nodes on the rail and light rail trunk networks to service the suburbs. This option is discussed
further in the 2009 Aurecon Busway Conversion Report.
Build New Options
4.

Minimal Bus Infrastructure option:

This option includes a range of infrastructure augmentations to the existing busways and CBD bus tunnels.
5.

Suburbs 2 City Buslink option:

This option is a variation of the original Suburbs 2 City Buslink option, repurposing the Victoria Bridge rather
than constructing a new green bridge.
6.

Bus and Train (BaT) option:

This option is as per the 2014 business case jointly completed by Council and the Queensland Government.
Table 5.1 – Initial Options Descriptions

5.5.3 Refined Options
Brisbane Metro was subjected to further review and refinement to better understand the key
technical elements. There were two key steps to the Brisbane Metro Subway System Project
option refinement process, namely:


Generation and assessment of the key technical elements of the project option,
through technical studies and an unweighted MCA.



Based on feedback from stakeholders (through community consultation and
governance bodies), additional generation and assessment of technical elements
was undertaken for input into a final weighted MCA.

The above process highlights the depth of investigation of alternatives to the announced
project, and is proportionate to their potential to both meet strategic objectives and provide a
credible opportunity to minimise potential adverse impacts of the prioritised problems.
In parallel to the refinement and analysis of the technical elements of the Brisbane Metro
Subway System option, it was agreed to review the elements of the Bus Rapid Transit,
Minimal Bus Infrastructure and Suburbs 2 City options, to determine the feasibility of these
options as viable alternatives to the Brisbane Metro Subway System option. Preliminary
analysis was initiated to understand the various elements of each of the options, including
project alignment, terminus stations, vehicle/rollingstock requirements, as well as the
overarching operational impacts to the Brisbane bus network. These preliminary
investigations were also informed by the outcomes and feedback received from the AugustOctober 2016 community consultation program, as well as engagement with stakeholders.
As a result of these preliminary investigations, it was apparent that by combining various
alignment and infrastructure elements proposed in both the Suburbs 2 City and Minimal Bus
Infrastructure option, with the high-capacity vehicles proposed under the Bus Rapid Transit
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option, a suitable project solution, as an alternative to the Brisbane Metro Subway System
option, could be derived.
This alternative Brisbane Metro option was therefore included as a shortlisted option to be
considered against the other remaining shortlisted options, as listed in Table 5.2.
OPTION DESCRIPTION
Better Use/Build New Options
1.

Brisbane Metro Subway System option:

This is a technical revision of the publicly announced option – using Victoria Bridge with a new tunnel for metro
in Adelaide Street, an underground metro station at Cultural Centre, a stacked bus/metro interchange at
Woolloongabba and a light maintenance depot at Herston (with additional stabling at Countess Street).
Busway infrastructure will be repurposed to become a dedicated corridor to accommodate rubber-tyred metro
vehicles between Woolloongabba and Herston. Bus services will be truncated to Woolloongabba and Herston
for customers to transfer to the metro to access the CBD. The Brisbane Metro Subway System will deliver a
‘turn-up-and-go’ service with two minute frequencies in peak times, with an ultimate capacity to carry up to
25,000 passengers per hour per direction.
2. Alternative Brisbane Metro option (inclusive of elements from Bus Rapid Transit, Minimal Bus
Infrastructure and Suburbs 2 City options):
This option includes high-capacity metro vehicles on the busway only (not on road). Some other services will
terminate at logical transfer locations for customers to transfer to the metro service, whilst other services in
other bus corridors (e.g. Western and North Western) will continue to operate to the CBD.
With the exception of tunnel and above ground works around the Cultural Centre and Adelaide Street, the
alternative Brisbane Metro proposes to repurpose a portion of the existing busway corridors such as sections
of the South East, Eastern and Inner Northern Busways. Aside from Cultural Centre, all of the proposed
station locations are existing public transport stops or interchanges. The new Cultural Centre metro station will
be as per the proposed Brisbane Metro Subway System Project option, which will provide a major
underground bus, rail and metro interchange. Most stations either require no changes or increased platform
lengths and other minor works to support the alternative Brisbane Metro option.
The alternative Brisbane Metro will be two metro-style trunk routes delivering a high performing, high-capacity,
and high-quality rapid transit services. The existing fleet will continue to run along the busway, with a busway
management system in place in the future to ensure headways are achieved. The alternative Brisbane Metro
will deliver a ‘turn-up-and-go’ service with services up to every 90 seconds, with the capacity to carry up to
22,000 passengers per hour per direction (inclusive of metro and all other bus services).
3. Light Rail Transit option:
This option includes light rail vehicles running the entire busway network with station style stops. Buses would
run to logical nodes on the rail and light rail trunk networks to service the suburbs.
Build New Options
4.

Bus and Train (BaT) option:

This option is as per the 2014 business case jointly completed by Council and the Queensland Government.
Table 5.2 – Revised Options Shortlist

5.5.4 Options Shortlisting (Stage Two)
To minimise the range and volume of technical analysis, the revised shortlist of options was
subjected to a final analysis process to reduce the number of options further. To complete
the shortlisting process, the list of options was assessed against the identified project
objectives and goals.
This assessment showed that two options meet all the project objectives, namely the
Brisbane Metro Subway System option and the alternative Brisbane Metro option. The two
metro options address the customer, city and place objectives through their superior public
transport offerings above what is currently delivered.
The light rail option is also considered to deliver positive outcomes against all objectives
except for customer, as this option would not be able to meet the required future capacity
requirements.
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The BaT option scored favourably against the customer, city and place objectives, as well as
against the community acceptance criteria, however because the Queensland Government
replaced this project with Cross River Rail, it scored poorly against stakeholder acceptance.
Due to the volume of infrastructure works associated with this option, it is also not
considered to be cost-effective compared to other options.
As such, two options were considered to meet all objectives and were selected to undergo
detailed technical analysis, namely:


The Brisbane Metro Subway System option, with a number of technical elements
revised from the initial publicly announced project



An alternative Brisbane Metro option, with high-capacity metro vehicles, travelling to
RBWH, UQ Lakes and Eight Mile Plains.

For comparative purposes, due to its size and integrated transport solution, the BaT option
was also included in the shortlist of options to be further analysed.
The revised options are summarised in

Figure 5.5 and Table 5.3.

Figure 5.5 – Revised Options Shortlist
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OPTION DESCRIPTION
Better Use/Build New Options
1.

Brisbane Metro Subway System option:

This is a technical revision of the publicly announced option – using Victoria Bridge with a new tunnel for metro
in Adelaide Street, an underground metro station at Cultural Centre, a stacked bus/metro interchange at
Woolloongabba and a light maintenance depot at Herston (with additional stabling at Countess Street).
Busway infrastructure will be repurposed to become a dedicated corridor to accommodate rubber-tyred metro
vehicles between Woolloongabba and Herston. Bus services will be truncated to Woolloongabba and Herston
for customers to transfer to the metro to access the CBD. The Brisbane Metro Subway System will deliver a
‘turn-up-and-go’ service with two minute frequencies in peak times, with an ultimate capacity to carry up to
25,000 passengers per hour per direction.
2. Alternative Brisbane Metro option (inclusive of elements from Bus Rapid Transit, Minimal Bus
Infrastructure and Suburbs 2 City options):
This option includes high-capacity metro vehicles on the busway only (not on road). Some other services will
terminate at logical transfer locations for customers to transfer to the metro service, whilst other services in
other bus corridors (e.g. Western and North Western) will continue to operate to the CBD.
With the exception of tunnel and above ground works around the Cultural Centre and Adelaide Street, the
alternative Brisbane Metro proposes to repurpose a portion of the existing busway corridors such as sections
of the South East, Eastern and Inner Northern Busways. Aside from Cultural Centre, all of the proposed
station locations are existing public transport stops or interchanges. The new Cultural Centre metro station will
be as per the proposed Brisbane Metro Subway System Project option, which will provide a major
underground bus, rail and metro interchange. Most stations either require no changes or increased platform
lengths and other minor works to support the alternative Brisbane Metro option.
The alternative Brisbane Metro will be two metro-style trunk routes delivering a high performing, high-capacity,
and high-quality rapid transit services. The existing fleet will continue to run along the busway, with a busway
management system in place in the future to ensure headways are achieved. The alternative Brisbane Metro
will deliver a ‘turn-up-and-go’ service with services up to every 90 seconds, with the capacity to carry up to
22,000 passengers per hour per direction (inclusive of metro and all other bus services).
3. Light Rail Transit option:
This option includes light rail vehicles running the entire busway network with station style stops. Buses would
run to logical nodes on the rail and light rail trunk networks to service the suburbs.
Build New Options
4.

Bus and Train (BaT) option:

This option is as per the 2014 business case jointly completed by Council and the Queensland Government.
Table 5.3 – Revised Options

5.5.5 Preferred Option Selection
A detailed comparative analysis was completed for the three shortlisted options to allow for
the selection of a preferred option to progress for analysis in the Business Case. The scope
of the analysis for the options included:


Customer and product analysis



Technical analysis



City and place analysis



Environmental and social analysis



Community consultation outcomes



Legal and risk analysis



Cost analysis.

An MCA process was developed to consider and assess the three shortlisted options in
detail. The MCA process was based on criteria generated by Building Queensland’s
Prioritisation Framework for the purposes of prioritising Queensland Government projects,
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and supplemented with additional criteria relevant to the technical analysis elements listed
above.
The outcomes of the cost analysis were excluded from the MCA, and were considered
separately in the selection of a preferred option.
Table 5.4 summarises the criteria used in the assessment.
CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

Strategic Analysis
Alignment to strategic
objectives

This criterion considers how well the project meets the strategic objectives
set for the project.

Effectiveness in addressing
the priority problems

This criterion considers how well the option addresses the critical problems
the project is being developed to solve.

Alignment with SIP priorities

This criterion considers how well the option aligns with the priorities outlined
in the Queensland Government’s SIP.

Customer and Product
Service planning

This criterion assesses how well the option supports the future public
transport system and whether it precludes further public transport
expansion.

Operations

This criterion assesses the operational outcomes of the option.

Vehicles

This criterion assesses the ability of the vehicles to meet the project
requirements, including travel time.

Transport analysis

This criterion assesses how well the option solves the network constraints
and meets demand.

Design issues
Design

This criterion assesses how well the preliminary design for the option meets
the requirements.

Constructability

This criterion assesses how easy or disruptive the construction of the option
would be.

City and Place issues
City and Place

This criterion assesses the positive and negative impacts of the project
option on the various identified station precincts.

Environmental and Social impacts
Environmental impacts

This criterion assesses how well the option meets environmental
requirements and minimises environmental impacts.

Social impacts

This criterion assesses how well the option minimises social impacts.

Legal and Risk analysis
Legal issues

The criterion considers the extent that any legal/legislative issues are within
acceptable limits.

Risk

This criterion considers the extent that there are key risks to Council
associated with the option.

Table 5.4 – Brisbane Metro Options MCA Criteria

Each criterion was considered equally important to the overall assessment. As such, each
criterion was given an equal weighting in the assessment.
To ensure consistency with the multi-criteria assessment undertaken to shortlist the options,
a scale of 0 to 10 was used to score each criterion, as shown in Table 5.5.
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SCORE

EXPLANATION

10

Option excels in satisfying the criterion

8-9

Option is significantly effective in satisfying the criterion

6-7

Option is effective in satisfying the criterion

5

Option marginally satisfies the criterion

3-4

Option is ineffective in satisfying the criterion

1-2

Option is significantly ineffective in satisfying the criterion

0

Criterion is not applicable

Table 5.5 – Brisbane Metro Options MCA Scoring Scale

Table 5.6 presents the summarised MCA analysis and scoring given for each option against
the criteria.
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OPTION ASSESSMENT

BRIS METRO SUBWAY SYSTEM

ALTERNATIVE BRIS METRO

BaT PROJECT

Alignment to strategic objectives

6

7.5

6

Effectiveness in addressing priority problems

7

8

7

Alignment with SIP priorities

7

8

3

Service planning

4

8

7

Operations

3

7

5

Vehicles

8

6

7

Transport analysis

5

8

7

Design

5

7

3

Constructability

6

8

4

4

8

7

Environmental impacts

7

7

5

Social impacts

7

8

6

Legal issues

6

5

8

Risk

5

7

7

TOTAL SCORES

80

102.5

82

Strategic Analysis

Customer and Product

Design issues

City and Place issues
City and Place
Social and Environmental analysis

Legal and Risk analysis

Table 5.6 – Brisbane Metro Options MCA Results
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The results of the MCA indicated that from a qualitative perspective, the alternative Brisbane
Metro option is the preferred option, scoring highest against the criteria with an overall score
of 102.5. The alternative Brisbane Metro option consistently scored higher than the other
options, rating first in 10 of the 14 criteria.
The positive scores are largely due to the superior customer and product outcomes, where
the alternative Brisbane Metro option top scored in all categories except for vehicles. This
highlights that the alternative Brisbane Metro delivers better operational and transport
outcomes for the network compared to the other two options. The alternative Brisbane Metro
option offers a comparatively simpler project design against the Brisbane Metro Subway
System and BaT options, resulting in fewer constructability issues. The alternative Brisbane
Metro option avoids adverse impacts triggered by the Brisbane Metro Subway System
option. The alternative Brisbane Metro also scored well under environment and social
categories, and has a smaller number of key risks than Brisbane Metro Subway System and
BaT. However the alternative Brisbane Metro option scored lower that the other options
under the legal category due to a higher number of regulatory requirements.
The BaT option was ranked second with a score of 82 and the Brisbane Metro Subway
System option was ranked third overall with a score of 80.
The capital cost analysis showed the alternative Brisbane Metro option was far less costly
than the Brisbane Metro and BaT options, due to the lower amounts of new infrastructure
requirements. A large portion of capital costs that are captured under the Brisbane Metro
Subway System option are avoided under the alternative Brisbane Metro option, including
track, power and traction and signalling. This is due to the difference in vehicles and the
supporting infrastructure and systems required to support the operation of rubber-tyred
metro vehicles under the Brisbane Metro Subway System option. Furthermore, despite there
being a higher number of stations requiring upgrades under the alternative Brisbane Metro,
major infrastructure works to modify Woolloongabba and Herston into large metro
interchanges are avoided. The BaT Project is the most costly option largely due to the
extensive tunnelling requirements and new station construction works.
The operating cost analysis showed that the Brisbane Metro Subway System option has a
far higher cost per kilometre, due to the range of ongoing costs required to operate the
Brisbane Metro Subway System option that are not required under either the alternative
Brisbane Metro or BaT (assuming bus operations only) including maintenance of key power,
track and signalling infrastructure, and maintenance of the rubber-tyred metro vehicles.
Overall, the detailed options assessment and cost analysis rated the alternative Brisbane
Metro higher than both the Brisbane Metro Subway System and BaT Project options. The
alternative Brisbane Metro option meets the project objectives and addresses key strategic
issues, while also being a more fiscally prudent solution than the other options considered.
Accordingly, the alternative Brisbane Metro option was publicly announced in March 2017 as
the Brisbane Metro and was recommended to proceed to the next phase of feasibility study,
and as such, is the project assessed in this Business Case.

5.6

Alignment of Brisbane Metro with Problems

Prior to commencing further technical and commercial analysis on the Brisbane Metro, it is
critical to re-confirm that the project aligns with the priority problems presented in Chapter 4.
This provides confidence that the recommended project will address the problems, and
ultimately deliver the outcomes sought.
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Table 5.7 lists the priority problems and outcomes sought from each problem, and
subsequently provides discussion on why the Brisbane Metro is the best solution to address
these problems and deliver the desired outcomes.
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PRIORITY PROBLEM
Strategic problem –
limited accessibility
and connectivity

Strategic problem –
economic growth and
productivity

OUTCOMES SOUGHT/SERVICE NEEDS




HOW BRISBANE METRO ADDRESSES THE PROBLEM AND OUTCOMES SOUGHT

Greater capacity and improved quality of
service from Brisbane’s transport network to:
o provide connections between key
areas
o support the transformation of the city to
support agglomeration opportunities
o increase capacity during peak periods
to service access to the job market
o provide efficient and effective
connections to the surrounding region
o ensure residential growth areas are
well connected with employment
centres through efficient high-capacity
transport modes
o provide better multimodal connectivity
and interchange opportunities.



The Brisbane Metro will increase public transport capacity, accessibility and mode
share in both the inner-city and the knowledge corridor, where the majority of growth
in jobs and economic activity will occur over the next 25 years.



Brisbane Metro also delivers integrated bus, rail and metro interchange stations at
key employment hubs, entertainment precincts and urban growth areas, including
Roma Street, Buranda, Boggo Road and Cultural Centre.



Brisbane Metro will also integrate with the proposed Cross River Rail project by
serving key interchanges at Roma Street and Boggo Road, allowing rail customers to
easily access destinations not served by rail, such as UQ and RBWH.

Greater capacity and improved quality of
service from the transport system to:
o ensure sustainable outcomes for
the transport system by providing
the right choice of mode for each
transport task
o increase capacity and reduce
travel times during peak periods to
serve access to the job market
o support new urban development
opportunities
o manage urban growth in a
sustainable manner
o support city building outcomes
o support economic growth
opportunities and provide
connections between market hub
areas



Brisbane Metro will increase the efficiency of commuting, serve the increasingly
urbanised jobs market and support the transition to knowledge and service
industries.



Brisbane Metro will improve travel times, reduce variability in travel times and reduce
congestion. This will improve productivity and agglomeration, and support labour
market participation.



Brisbane Metro will contribute to Brisbane’s economic growth and will improve its
urban competitiveness against other major cities within Australia.
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PRIORITY PROBLEM

OUTCOMES SOUGHT/SERVICE NEEDS

HOW BRISBANE METRO ADDRESSES THE PROBLEM AND OUTCOMES SOUGHT

Transport network
problem – inadequate
ability to meet future
public transport
demand without
infrastructure
intervention and/or
service redesign



More (increased capacity and frequency)
public transport services to support improved
access to jobs and services into and within the
CBD.



Enhanced integration between bus and rail
network.

Bus network problem
– capacity constraints
limit potential growth
of bus services



Bus route simplification and improved legibility.



Improved travel times and capacity across key
bottlenecks.



Brisbane Metro will introduce a high-frequency ‘turn-up-and-go’ rapid transport
system, with services as often as every 90 seconds in peak periods between Roma
Street and Mater Hill.



Brisbane Metro increases the capacity of the public transport system serving the
CBD significantly as the inner busway with the metro will be able to move at least
22,000 people in one direction per hour.



Brisbane Metro protects the longer-trip rail capacity across the Brisbane River and
through CBD, from the south by providing a complementary public transport mode for
short inner-city distributor travel.



Brisbane Metro allows for a frequency of 160 buses and metro vehicles per hour per
direction to travel through the inner-city busway (between Mater Hill and Cultural
Centre).



Brisbane Metro significantly improves the variability of travel times along the busway,
with journey times between King George Square and Buranda becoming 30% faster
in the morning peak, and 50% faster in the afternoon peak.



The Brisbane Metro will also allow for the redirection of buses to provide more
services to the suburbs, allowing easy connections with high-frequency metro
services along the busway.

Bus network problem
– degrading journey
times and reliability



Improved connectivity and capacity between
north and south of the river.



The Brisbane Metro delivers a segregated corridor through the inner-city, thereby
minimising disruption during incidents in this area.



Greater resilience within the public transport
network to unplanned outages and incidents.



Brisbane Metro improves reliability and travel times through the introduction of
ticketing and boarding improvements, and priority for metro vehicles.

Bus network problem
– worsening amenity
in the inner-city



Reduction of buses stopping on CBD streets.





Reduced traffic congestion within inner-city
due to buses.

Brisbane Metro allows for the removal of up to 125 buses from the inner-city in
morning peak.



Improved amenity with reduced buses queuing through Melbourne Street, Cultural
Centre and over Victoria Bridge.

Table 5.7 – Alignment of Priority Problems and Outcomes Sought with preferred Brisbane Metro solution
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5.7

Brisbane Metro Solution development process

The process undertaken to develop the project solution for the Brisbane Metro is outlined in
Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 – Development of the Brisbane Metro solution

5.8

Summary

A comprehensive approach to identify, assess and shortlist options was taken to ensure a
broad range of options were identified that could address the prioritised problems. Review
and refinement of options throughout the process highlights the depth of investigation
undertaken to ensure that shortlisted options can meet project objectives. Figure 5.7
presents the options analysis process with the evolution of the options shortlisting outcomes.
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Figure 5.7 – Brisbane Metro Options Analysis Summary

The options identification and assessment process resulted in 23 distinct options being
identified, before being initially shortlisted down to six options. Shortlisted options were
reviewed and separate options were combined to create a new project option titled as the
alternative Brisbane Metro option. The shortlist was then revised down to four distinct
options.
A second shortlisting exercise was completed to finalise the shortlist, resulting in the
Brisbane Metro Subway System option, the alternative Brisbane Metro option and the
previous BaT option being selected to undergo further analysis in an Options Assessment.
The Options Assessment concluded the alternative Brisbane Metro option was the best
option to take forward for further investigation and an MCA confirmed this recommendation.
Accordingly, the alternative Brisbane Metro option was publicly announced in March 2017
and was recommended to proceed for further analysis.
With the scope of the project confirmed, a final analysis was completed to confirm that the
proposed solution will address priority problems identified in Chapter 4. The Brisbane Metro
will address these problems to deliver an integrated transport network solution that can
trigger network reform, customer behaviour and expectations, and development changes.
Further evidence on the benefits of the Brisbane Metro, through the addressing of critical
problems, is presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 of the Business Case.
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